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The White House says recent comments made by Elon Musk about Anthony Fauci  are
“dangerous” and “disgusting.”

“They are disgusting, and they are divorced from reality, and we will continue to call that
out and be very clear about that,” said White House Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre in a
Monday presser, before praising Fauci’s public handling of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Jean-Pierre is asked about @elonmusk calling for Fauci to be prosecuted:

"These personal attacks that we have been seeing are incredibly dangerous.
They are disgusting and they are divorced from reality… We should be thankful
to him." pic.twitter.com/lAadqXpPgQ

— Greg Price (@greg_price11) December 12, 2022

Over the weekend, Musk tweeted: “My pronouns are Prosecute/Fauci,” eliciting widespread
shrieks from the collective, including from astronaut Scott Kelly, who said “Elon, please
don’t mock and promote hate toward already marginalized and at-risk-of-violence members
of the #LGBTQ+ community.”

“Furthermore, Dr Fauci is a dedicated public servant whose sole motivation was saving
lives,” he added.

Bitch please.

“I  strongly  disagree,”  Musk  replied  the  the  left-wing  brother-in-law  of  former  Arizona
congresswoman, Gabby Giffords.
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“Forcing your pronouns upon others when they didn’t ask, and implicitly ostracizing those
who don’t, is neither good nor kind to anyone,” he added.

“As for Fauci, he lied to Congress and funded gain-of-function research that killed millions of
people. Not awesome imo.”

I strongly disagree. Forcing your pronouns upon others when they didn’t ask,
and implicitly ostracizing those who don’t, is neither good nor kind to anyone.

As for Fauci, he lied to Congress and funded gain-of-function research that
killed millions of people. Not awesome imo.

— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) December 12, 2022

Fauci  indeed  funded  gain-of-function  research  –  offshoring  it  to  Wuhan,  China  after  the
Obama  administration  banned  it  in  2014.

What’s more, House Republicans think he may have been involved in a cover-up.

“We write to request a transcribed interview of Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director, U.S. National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). Excerpts of emails we are making public
today (see enclosed Appendix I) reveal that Dr. Fauci was warned of two things: (1) the
potential  that  COVID-19  leaked  from the  Wuhan  Institute  Virology  (WIV)  and  (2)  the
possibility  that  the virus  was intentionally  genetically  manipulated.  It  is  imperative we
investigate if this information was conveyed to the rest of the government and whether this
information would have changed the U.S. response to the pandemic,” reads a January, 2022
letter from Reps. James Comer and Jim Jordan to HHS Secretary Xavier Becerra.

�BREAKING�

We've  released  never  before  seen  emails  showing  Dr.  Fauci  may  have
concealed information about  #COVID19 originating from the Wuhan lab &
intentionally downplayed the lab leak theory. @RepJamesComer & @Jim_Jordan
want Fauci under oath. Time for answers. 1/2� pic.twitter.com/p8aIBJ3nom

— Oversight Committee Republicans (@GOPoversight) January 11, 2022
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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We encourage you to support the eBook project by making a donation through Global
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